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CIA Head Promises
To Withdraw Support
WASHINCTON(AP) -- TheCentral Intelligence Agt'ncy (CIA) is
withdrawing Its financial support
from some of the private organizations It has subsidized. Director Richard Helms gave the word
to senators yesterday In secret
testimony In Washington.
His announcement was disclosed
by Democratic Senator Richard
Russell of Ceorgla, chairman of
the senate panel which supervises
the CIA.
Russell declined to name the
individual organizations. But he did
say It would be a mistake and
a waste of money to continue
any investment In the National
Student Association. It was disclosure of CIA support for this

HOPE' Benefit
Success; Raises
THE OPENING of the Life Sciences building
has brought mixed reactions by many of tbe professors who teach and work there and many
students who have classes there. Due to a leaky
roof and the lack of new office furniture, the

building is not yet open to public display but
most professors find these difficulties minor.
All people seem to agree, however, that the
building is far better to work in than Moseley
Hall. (Photo by Tim Culek)

Life Science Opening An Improvement

Building Viewed Differently
The opening of the Life Science
Building on Jan. 3 has met with
various reactions from its new
occupants formerly housed in
Mosley Hall.
Dr. Morgan Brent, professor
of biology and chairman of the
biology department, feels there
are problems with all new buildings that have to be ironed out
such as a leaking roof and trouble
with air ducts.
"Space for research and assistants is now available in the
new building," explained Dr.
Brent. "In Mosley we had eight
laboratories and four general class
rooms. Now we have 22 general
labs for classes with 30 students

in each."
"Students can now come and
work any time because the labs
remain set up. Graduate students
and professors now have their
own research space."
"Political science and economics classes use seminar rooms
on the first floor, but we had
first
choice of space assignments," he stated.
Dr. Brent said Mosley Hall's
furniture is being used until office
furniture, and because of the lack
of office furniture, the building is
not open for display.

Phi Alpha Theta
To Present Film

The forecast for today is increasing cloudiness, becoming windy
and warmer. High will be 35-40.
Tonight, cloudy with a chance of
rain or snow.

A two-part presentation on
Naziism and Neo-Naziism begins
this weekend under the sponsorship of Phi Alpha Theta. University history honorary.
"Meln Kampf," a movie documentary of the rise and fall
of Nazi Germany, will be shown
at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in 105 Hanna.
The movie, winner of the San
Francisco Film Festival award
for documentaries in 1962, is the
first part of the presentation.
To complete the presentation.
Phi Alpha Theta has made tentative plans to bring George Lincoln Rockwell, commander of the
American Nazi Party, to the university for a speaking appearance
March 31.

Mrs. Cynthia S. Groat, instructor in biology, said that more
space to work in, more research
facilities and more teaching and
display areas are the highlights of
the new building.
"The other place was just horrible -- dirty and dismal," said
Mrs. Groat. "It is pleasant to
work In your own building with
your own office space for counseling and doing research. Here there
Is more privacy."
"I have only praise for the newbuilding." she said.
Mrs. Groat said she would like
to see freight elevator put in so
specimens and equipment can be
moved more easily. At present
there is only a passenger elevator,
and she said it sometimes takes
ten minutes to move a cart of
specimens.
Dr. Karl M. Schurr, assistant
professor of biology, said a fairly
large grant for equipment will
result in a well-equipped building
--as good as any around.
"There are now good opportunities for laboratory study
that can continue for several days
without Interruption," Dr. Schurr
stated. "But this will end as student enrollment increases.
"Gerald Acker, Dr. Ernest S.
Hamilton and I were on a four
year building committee to plan
the building, along with Dr. Elden
W. Martin, Dr. E. Eugene Dickerman and Dr. Morgan M. Brent who
acted ex-offlclol as chairman,"
Dr. Schurr. said.

$700 For Project
Nearly $700 was raised for S.S.
Hope, the ship of good will, from
Friday night's benefit sponsored
by Phi Mu social sorority.
S. S. Hope is a traveling
medical and educational vessel
that tours underdeveloped countries in Latin America, Asia and
Africa.
Kathleen L. Malke, co-chairman, said that due to this year's
success, a show will be held by
the Phi Mu's for the same charity
next year.
The sorority's donation drive
was a part of a nationwide campaign to assist the nine-year old
"HOPE" project.

group that touched off a controversy.
After the session Helms walked
briskly away, and brushed aside
questions.
Russell said that because of
the furor around the student subsidy, it might be well for the
CIA to cut financial connections
with a great number of organisations.
When asked whether Helms hid
said the CIA would withdraw support from some private organizations with overseas connections, Russell said yes. But he
said he did not want to quote
Helms.
Helms went into the three-hour
session backed by a prediction
by Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield that the CIA will survive its current period of discomfiture wiih a strengthened intelligence arm.

Current Events
Test Available
A limited number of "Time" I
magazine current affairs tests .
for 1967 are available in the I
B-G News office, 105-6 Unl- .
verslty Hall.
This test, created for
Time's education program 31'
years ago, consists of 100 ques- .
tions on national and foreign'
affairs. Included are suchcate- ,
gorles as business, sports, entertainment, science, religion,,
literature and the arts.
Answer sheets are available j
with the test.

WALKING THROUGH Moseley Hall has become a problem these
days with the addition of wooden fences at all entrances. The
fences are there because the maintenance department is renovating the building. Some students are persistent enough to
try to jump the fence, as Bonnie Bellville, sophomore in the Collego of Education seems to be trying. (Photo by Tim Culek)
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The 2nd News Plan
Today we Introduce the second semester
NewsPlan for campus betterment. It includes 18 suggestions including five held
over from first semester. The NewsPlan
follows:
1. More contact by high administration
officials with the general student body.
2. Better wages and working conditions
for campus employees.
3. More cooperation and communication
with Howling GltM city officials, particularly the law enforcement and judicial
branches.
4. Sensible rules of conduct imposed on
fraternity and sorority members, rushees
and innocent bystanders during rush.
5. Greater student participation and support of charitable projects.
6. Extension of the university around
the world with particular emphasis on

participation of professors and students
in programs to uplift the underdeveloped
countries.
7. Movement of fraternity and sorority
housing units off campus.
8. Representation on Student Council
by geographic area rather than the present
cross-hatched representation.
9. Student Council should affiliate with
one of the national student organizations
if one is acceptable to the student body.
If none can be found. Council should look
for other universities with similar points of-view and try to form a national organization.
10. All undergraduate students should
vote In the coming campus elections to
end the university's record of miserable
voting turnouts.

11. Student Council should straighten
out the primary election amendment to
bring it in line with established practices of American democracy.
12. Students, faculty and administration
officials should act now to eradicate the
glaring speakers gap on campus by joining in a concerted effort to bring the
best and most noted speakers to the University.
13. Members of the university community
should plan now to have a mock presidential convention in 1968, remembering'
that the university was embarrassed in
1964 by its failure to hold a convention.
Held over from last semester are:
14. The "open" atmosphere should be
promoted. It should be made "in" to
speak out, more open discussions should

be held, and an open platform for speak-:£
ers should be established on campus.
:•:•
15. Student Council representatives:-::
should be encouraged to have more direct:•:•
contact with their constituents.
16. Campus communication should be£;
Improved by greater usage of campus S
radio and television facilities for the stu- S;
dents with the possibility of a closed;:-:
circuit campus radio station like many S
major universities have.
17. Mutual understanding and respect 8
between all students should be continually S
promoted wlthpartlcular attention to Greek- £
Independent, Freshman-Upperclassman re- 1
lations.
•:•:
18. A corps of professional curricula £
advisors to replace the already overbur- »
dened professors.
. ■;•:

!::;:::::::':W:%W:W:W:W:::W

DUMPERS DIALOGUE

'I'm Feeling A Touch Of Disability Myself"

No Choice With Campus Parties
By LYLE GREENFIELD
Columnist
Accompanying premature hints
of spring fever during recent days
have been campus pre-election
tremors and rumblings among
those currently operating within
as well as those vying for Inclusion in the university's "student power structure."
Already the hopefuls as well
as the confidants have begun their
plan scheming, support finaggling
and coalition forming in the hopes
of enhancing their own possibilities in the upcoming spring
elections.
And yet by past norms, the
approach to preparing for elections
no longer remains a canonical
one, but rather, one which ap-

pears to border the resemblance
of a unique form of complacent
decadence.
What has thus far been alluded
to is the apparent fact that our
prospective candidates no longer
deem it necessary to develop any
semblance of a list of ideals or
personal esteem for the scrutinizatlon of the student body.
Instead, the majority of the candidates are content to repose In
the security of their lifetime membership in what they ironically
refer to as a "political party."
Whether they say it or not,
they place great trust in the power
of their party and assume that it
will become a bandwagon of success for themselves as well as
for the other party members (al-

CAMPUS HART-LINE

The Difficult Adjustment
To The Seminar Course
By JACK HARTMAN
Columnist
The period of adjustment to
seminar courses has been a difficult one for this student.
Six semesters of mostly gigantic
lectures, boring small lectures and
discussion - less discussion
courses have made it difficult to
adjust to the seminar variety of
course.
And it Is not jus; my college
curriculum that makes it tough.
It is my whole elementary and
secondary schooling that Is working against me.
Looking back, I have been indoctrinated from the day I entered
first grade. The technique is read
or listen, memorize and then regurgitate it at the proper time.
I've been taught to memorize
unrelated facts and dates and repeat them at the proper time. It
leaves me out in the cold, however,
when there is a need for interpretation or to tell why.
Only recently has a professor
said "don't memorize dates; learn
the time periods and the approximate dates will be learned with
them." It makes sense but, oh,
those 15 years of memorize,
memorize, memorize.
The indoctrination of 15 years
makes It difficult to adjust to the
goings on In a normal seminar
class period.
For instance, there's no need
to look at the clock In anticipation
of the end of the hour because
there is no exact time that the
seminar breaks up.
Taking comprehensive notes is
not necessary because -he course
follows no set pattern, Occasionally. I take \>«n bits of Information to help in understanding
the subject.
There's no need to hold up my
hand in order to seek recognition

of the professor. First of all, there
are five professors yet none of
them is in charge of "running the
show."
Secondly, the professors and the
20- odd students are equal participants on a first-name basis.
Thirdly, the discussion is free to
anyone to speak at will. My inclination to hold up my hand makes
it difficult to get my mouth in
gear in time to speak before another participant not bound by the
hand-raising speaks.
There is no need to get prepared for a test over the material
because there are no tests. The
entire grade is based on a term
project.
As far as grades are concerned,
I will earn either an "S" of a
"U." There is really no need to
erect any artificial barriers to
knowledge and understanding such
as anxiety or fear of failure.
C lass attendance is not required.
I come to learn about the subject
and gather ideas for my term
project. I can listen to the discussion or use it for a basis to
write down ideas, tuning it out
for the moment.
Many participants smoke during
the seminar. Chewing gum is perfectly all right. In fact, eating
one's supper would not be frowned
upon If I interpret the mood of the
participants correctly.
Enough description, the point
is this. It seems in our modem
educational system we erect barriers to the learning process.
Some of them are required attendance, set times, conduct regulations authoritarian guidance,
numerical grades, memorization
tests and on and on.
In my opinion they inhibit the
flow and accumulation of knowledge
and make it harder to understand
and to put to a worthwhile use.

though it would matter not If the
other members were elected).
Perhaps It is becoming increasingly clear that this particular
column Is devoted to the eventual
(if not prompt) elimination of the
university's two dominant inactivity clubs, the seasoned, decrepit
University Party and the young,
useless Campus Interest Party.
(Is that its name?).
I now make a written declamation of both institutions. When
students want parties so urgently,
they are given the opportunity
to go Greek.
In the case of the two clubs
in question, primarily the former,
several selfish individuals banded
together (probably in a basement)
and formed a fake political party
which would naturally be selfsustaining to its membership, and
posed this thing in the true doorto-door salesman's tradition as a
group of truly Interested students
who wanted only to effectively
represent the student body with
some strangely uniform "goals".
On a more unheated note, perhaps, one would probably ask just
why it isn't feasible to incorporate
a party system into campus politics. The answer to this question
Is really quite basic.
The generally assumed purpose
of a political party is to offer
a solid line of goals In opposition
(at least to some degree) to existing or potentially existing goals
offered by another or several
other goals. A choice is made
between policies taken on what
we know as issues.
On the university level, I don't
believe that there are Issues, hence
there is nothing for a platform
or set of goals to be In opposition to. And, in fact, a member
of the University Party recently
informed me that indeed his party
had no platform.
Then why the party, I asked
him. He agreed that it was de
signed primarily for the purpose
of enhancing the political positions of Its membership.
Still, other members of theU.P.
cannot seem to agree with this.
They claim that University Party
has a definite platform which is
pushing such things as professor
evaluation, more power for student council. Increased student
parking areas etc.
But what are these "policies"
in opposition to? Nothing at all everyone wants them, evenCampus
Interest Party. Then why a Campus Interest Party...to offer a
choice? No. Again, the reason
for the formation of this party
was to promote the political endeavors of those who belonged.
Even now there are those who
would play the two parties, one
against the other, to see which
will offer the most prestigeous
(Continued on Page 3)

...»

GUEST COLUMN

New Generation
Causes Paradox
By STEPHEN E. MARKWOOD
Harshman A Hall Director
In October, 1964, at Berkeley, California, Mario Savlo and The Free
Speech Movement ushered in a new generation of college students.
Gone forever is the "tweed Jacket" conservative who abided without
question to an institution's predetermined set of rules.
His replacement is the "no socks, sweatshirt" liberal who asks for
the reason and then abides by the rule. The effect of this change has
been wonderful, though maddening to the "picketed" administratou.
The change has dealt a death blow to the professor who reads his
lecture verbatum from a text. The student's rallying cry has been, "I
am not an IBM card or an assigned seat in a television lecture. I am
an Individual-treat me as onel"
In his quest for the knowledge of truth, this new student uses questions
as forged tools to embarrass both administration and faculty.
Recently, In an effort to challenge this new student, higher education
has attempted to revitalize its curriculum with honors seminars, its
administrative structure with student-faculty committees, and its cold
hard dormitories with spacious new living-learning units.
The university has begun to examine its rules and structure to
determine valid reasons for each. Those rules which don't measure
up in this new search are quickly being discarded and the administrative
structure Is being revamped to fill this new informal Intellectual
atmosphere.
By bringing smaller classes directly to the student's residence, even
the large multiunlversities, are striving to eliminate the IBM card
stigma.
Yet a paradox has arisen. There are no student volunteers for
committees. In fact, most student governments must "beat the bushes"
to find any participants.
When professors require independent research for their new seminars,
students return high school style term papers. And no matter what type
of program the resident hall offers, the new student prefers an apartment, decorated In old "fire traps" close to the Canterbury Inn.
Here lies the greatest challenge facing higher education today. The
university family must make room for Its valuable third partner, the
student.
But first it must solve the student paradox, "I'm an Individual, but
I don't want to become Involved".
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A Lesson In Failure

1
:

I know the fear of failure to
college students Is a very real
one. Presently, the recurring
question in many of your minds
there must be, "Whatever happened to those poor slobs who
flunked out last semester?"
Well, choose your own reason
for my delivering this lecture,
but I am an illustious flunkee and
I think I have an insight into
failure that you may find interesting.
Some of you will think I'm
making excuses for myself, some
might take stock of themselves
after reading this, and others will
think I'm Just spouting off. Take
it for what it's worth. Here's the
story.
By all outside appearances, I
was a student In no obvious academic trouble for a good portion
of the first semester. When I
started to slide. I sought help
and figured I'd pull through anyhow.
Eventually, it came to the point
where I either did well on my
finals, or else. Well. I got the or
else. Strangely enough, my flunking out came as a shock to me.
I had actually talked myself Into
believing I had It made for one
term, and there was all of the
second semester to correct whatever problem I had previously
experienced.
Unfortunately, the administration doesn't fool around. You
either get the average, or you're
out. Exceptions to the rule, regardless of the circumstances (and
I thought I had some pretty darn
good reasons to explain to them)
are futile. Don't waste your time.
So, almost before I knew where
to turn next, I found myself out.
All my big aspirations crushed.
I even felt ridiculous in a university sweatshirt. Failure hit me
hard.

Protest Napalm Use
To Its Manufacturer
Napalm burns innocent women and children to death in Vietnam.
What is napalm? It is a mixture of low-grade Jet fuel, a gelatin like
substance and a polystyrene. It looks like Jelly.
Napalm is dropped in bombs on "military" targets--often villages
where Viet Cong are "suspected" to be hiding. The bombs explode
on or near the ground, sending the burning napalm in all directions.
It uses all of the oxygen near it in a few seconds, burning with a
white heat. It cannot be extinguished. It sticks to what ever it touches- human skin, for example -and cannot be brushed off till it stops burning.
U. S. hospitals and Red Cross installations are filled with children
horribly burned and disfigured by napalm. (See the current tssu*
of Ramparts magazine for examples.)
Although I object to any war and the use of weapons to kill men,
I especially object to the use of napalm by our troops In Vietnam.
It Is an "immoral" weapon--if any weapon can be called "moral";
and I think not.
A man--or a "kill machine" rather--wlth a rifle can pick a target
and aim only at that target. But the use of napalm is indiscriminate.
It destroys everything it touches--Viet Cong and Innocent women and
children. And the Viet Cong don't use napalm--they Just burn with it.
Dow Chemical Co. manufactures napalm.--25,OO0,0OO POUNDS worth
last year alone.
Dow Corning, a sister company of Dow Chemical and a division of the
Dow industrial complex, will have placement interviewers on campus
this Thursday. If you are concerned with Dow's manufacture of napalm
and its use by our forces in Vietnam, boycott Dow's representltlve
on Thursday.
Also write your Congressmen, Senators, and the President, stating
your objection to the use of napalm by our troops.
Or, better yet, go in and talk with the Dow man.
Tom Shelley,
404 Harshman A
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The defeatists complex hit me
all the harder because I found out
that the university subscribes to
the blacklisting arrangement that
most state supported universities
do, namely, If you flunk out you
can't be reinstated for a semester.
Add to this regulation the fact
that the university will not accept
any credits you do earn from a
fully competent university or local
college while you are on drop
status, and the picture of you
continuing your college career
seems dim, indeed.
Next the common contemplations
of suicide, mass professorial
murders, and total world destruction go through your mind
in various degrees of seriousness
- - and you enter into a long period

of extreme sensitivity.
After you flunk out. everything
you see or hear seems to remind
you of college. The commercials
on television, the books you read.
Just everything.
Insult is added to injury by
your having to adjust to the scoffs
of former friends, the questioning
look of your relatives; you feel
totally emasculated.
The only favorable aspect of this
story for me is that 1 have found
a well-paying Job In a career
field I hoped to go into after 1
graduated.

Commuter Questions
His Representative
In response to my letter on Friday of last week 1 received an unsigned
letter from a commuter in distress. To communicate with this student
I would like to print this letter and an answer to It in your column.
Mr. Page,
You want to know our problems ok, here's mine. What can I do with
those books I bring in the morning and don't want to carry around all
day? I put some books In the cloakroom one day on the second floor of
the Union. When I returned an hour later someone had taken my books
but were very considerate and left my notes.
Last week when It snowed the parking lot out by the new library (lot 1)
for commuters wasn't cleared off. However, two rows away that section
of the lot for faculty was nicely clearedl
Earlier this year when we had the first big snow, It wasn't announced
on the radio that commuters were excused until 8:00. We had already
left home at 7 001
When you have commuter meetings why not have some at noon? Many
commuters leave at 4:00 or before.
Were all commuters sent a questlonaire at semester break time concerning a commuter center? If so I was left out. I wonder how many
more?
Do commuter's know there are typewriters available for their use in
the library? For ten cents you can use this machine to type your
problems, (gripes), and suggestions to the Commuter Organization.
Thanks for reading this little note I just wanted you to know I'm
not a SSP soft-soaped person.
(UNSIGNED)
First, I would like for the person to understand that not all students
did receive the questlonaire as we were 500 short because of an Administration Bldg. error In the number of commuters when we printed
the questionalres.
Second, I would like to thank (her) for her letter and can fill her In on
the other questions she rose if I could have her name and address or
a 5-minute meeting with the person. You know my address...
Jim Page, Jr.
Box 51 U. H
Commuter Organization

DUMPER'SOIALOGUE
(Continued from Page 2)
candidacy position;
the "platforms" mean nothing.
Students, you products of a
pseudo - idealistic promotional
campaign, I extend to you a hopeful warning concerning future campus elections. Beware of voting

Rio Devastated
By Landslides
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) -Brazilian officials count 103 dead
after two days of heavy rains
and landslides in and around Rio
De Janeiro. They fear the toll
will go even higher.
At least 35 bodies have been
removed from the wreckage of a
house and two 'apartment buildings
in a fashionable Rio suburb. A
huge boulder, loosened by the
rains, crashed down a hillside
into the buildings.
After surveying the ruins, a
police detective estimated that ISO
persons were still burled under
the huge pile of debris.

library at 7:30 tonight IntheConklin Hall lobby.
Leslie E. Stern, chairman of the
event, said Mr. Drumm plans to
show slides, lecture and answer
questions about the mural.
. • •
Harold A. Dock, an assistant
at the University Placement Office, will speak to the Industrial

along "party" lines for you will
not be voting on the Issues as
you might be led to believe.
Rather, attempt to votefor those
individuals who can demonstrate
that they have the ability to carry
out the mechanical and creative
work required of their position,
whatever that night be.

I RESERVED SEAT TICKETS NOW AT BOX OFFICE OK »Y MAIL I
3500 SECOR RD. Adiocont lo
Westgota Areo TOLEDO, OHIO

GALA PREMIERE-.
WED. MARCH 1st

CAMPUS CALENDAR
A free pre-lesson for the Wed-nesday night series of Contract
Bridge will be held from 7 to 9
tonight in the Wayne Room.
• • •
Donald Drumm, University
artist in residence, will explain
his mural on the side of the new

I've made a place In it myself already without that degree,
but you tell me what my chances
are for a fast promotion?
So add up the score, former
fellow classmates. Do you want
to go through the hell that so
many of we dullards did Just a
few short weeks ago, or are you
going to have more determination
now than ever to stay where you
are?
It's strictly up to you. Good
luck.
James P. Marino
Mentor. O.

CItfEMAl

Arts Club at 7 tonight In the
Industrial Arts Building.
This program is to help Industrial arts students make the
most of their chosen career. Mr.
Dock will speak on opportunity,
salary, teaching situations, cost
of living, location and other helpful guides to use when seeking
employment.

IG

GivtmiPri

ALPHA PHI PLEDGES
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" IJUilUlilulJ
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Tickets available at Signal Finance Company,
South Main Street, Bowling Croon.
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New Building To Ease
Key's Office Problems
The Key, the I nlversity's annual, is moving.
With the completion of the new
Student Services building next
year, the Key will occupy offices
on the second floor. James R.
(iordon, assistant professor of
journalism and adviser to the Key,
announced today.
"For the first time the Key
will have an office designed and
buili with it in mind," he added.
The new offices will contain
many Improvements over the present facilities located in the north
end of Hanna Hall's basement.
The editor and ihe business manager will have private offices, the
photographic staff will have three
modern and efficient darkrooms,
and a general Increase In office
space for the 30 to 40 Key staff
members.
In contrast with the modern
offices it is moving into, the present offices offer such delights as
drafty windows, mice, wasps,
spiders, ceniipeds and floods. The
office floods on the average of once
every two years with four to 10
inches of water. The water takes
its toll mostly in stored photographic papers, chemicals, and
back issues of the Key.
The University's first annual
was published in 1918 and was
called the "Bee Gee." It lasted
only one year, but lent its name
to the school newspaper, the B-G
News. No yearbook was published
from 1919 to 1923 but the 11-G
News brought out a "Commencement Number," asmall soft cover
pamphlet, each year to take Its
place.
The Key, as it is known new,
was born in 1924. Dr. James R.
Overman, dean emeritus and professor emeritus of mathematics,
was a primary figure in establishing the Key as Howling Green's
permanent annual.
Dr. Overman suggested the name
for the annual after listening to
a speech given by R. R. McChandless, athletic director In 1924.
The speech was entitled: "My
Annual and What It Means to Me."
In the speech, Mr. McChandless
refered to his annual as a "key
which he used to unlock his past."
Besides !>eing adviser to the
Key during its first year, Dr.
Overman assumed financial burden
as well, promising to stand behind
any debts the book incurred.
Dr. Donnal V. Smith, dean of
students at ihe University, was a
senior at Bowling Green in 1924
and served as sales manager for
the annual. The 1924 Key was a
success, but in the years to follow financial problems caused considerable distress. Due to this the
Key was not published in 1933.
An attempt was made to revive
it in 1934 but It failed again and
was not published in 1935. In both
1933 and 1935 the B-G News published "Commencement Numbers."
Since 1935 the Key hasn't missed
a year, its finances solidified and
the University began to help support its operation by entering it
under student fees and making it
possible to order the annual at
registration time.
The Key has also had a housing
problem over the years. In Its
early years the yearbook centered
its operations in and around the
offices of its advisers, but this
soon proved unsatisfactory.
In the early 1930's the annual
moved its office* to a room on
the first floor of the Library,
a room now used for storage.
In 1940 it moved to 209 Manna
Hall and again in 1048 to 302
University Hall.
Early in 1950 lb* Key moved
again, this time to the Ridge Street
Cottage (now the site of a parking lot next to Overman Hall).
In September of 1959 the year-

book reached an all-time low in
office accommodations when it
operated for two weeks from a
semi-trailer across from the old
Commons Dining Hall. From thereit moved to more splendid quarters under the stage of the Main
Auditorium where it remained for
four months before moving to its
present location in Hanna Hall.
Mr. Gordon stated that he was
hoping the Key would find a permanent location. He is one of the
few advisers at the University
that has actually "worked his way
up," having started out as a
photographer for the Key and ending up as its editor in 1956.
This year the Key's executive
staff includes: editor Pat Witmer;
managing editor, Larry Donald;
business manager, Carl F. Arthur;
art director, Harry Schwart/er;
head photographer, David J. Lake
and scheduling editor. Laurel
Springborn.

NEXT YEAR, the student services building
will be the new home of the Key, the University Yearbook. There will be separate offices
for the editor and the managing editor, as well
as ample working room for 30-40 staff members.

Looking at a past copy of the Key are Pat
Witmer, editor, Larry Donald, managing editor
and James Gordon, assistant professor of journalism and the advisor for the Key.

Four years ago I led the biggest
water balloon fight on campus.
Today I'm a Department
Manager at John Hancock.
I was the good-time Charley at College. Oh, I worked
hard. But when it came to fun, I played hard too.
I'm at John Hancock now. I've been here since
graduation. And doing pretty well for myself. John Hancock
is one of the world's largest life insurance companies.
Our sales last year totaled over 4'/2 billions. So if you're
eager to get ahead, there's plenty
of room. And a number
of ways to do it: sales,
programming, accounting,
auditing, management,
research, underwriting,
claim approving, and
electric data processing.
If you haven't
thought about a career
in life insurance, maybe
Marc'
it's time you did. And with
us at John Hancock.
When our John Hancock recruiter visits your campus,
make sure you see him.
We'll be on campus March 1st.

LIFE INSURANCE
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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His Idol

Freddy

Has Feathers

And
Friend
"HE'S MY FRIEND." And no
one can doubt young Ricky's
statement.
Ricky,
son
of
Thomas Carver, Rodgers head
resident, and Freddy Falcon,
University Mascot, do have
quite
a
friendship
going.

Debaters Talk Way
Into Winning Season
Eighty-five wins out of 138 contests. Football ...basketball ...
hockey...swimming? No, that is
the present record of the debate
team.
"This is the best record that
the Rowling Green squad has had
In the last four year," Dan P.
Millar speech Instructor and
coach said. "We have also par-

ticipated In more debates this year
than any other" he added.
Millar is assisted by Mary Jo
Rudd and Don Spittorf. both graduate assistants. Dr. Lois A.Cheny
associate professor of speech,
coaches oral Interpretation and
manuscript reading. She Is aided
by Clarence Bahs, who Is also
a graduate assistant.

WE WERE JUST WONDERING...

Honors Dorms?
The honors dormitory system
for women has been tried by
several universities, such as Ohio
State and Ohio University. Should
such a program be tried ai Bowling
Green?
Next fall at Ohio State, there
will be a coeducational honors
dormitory. Archer House. These
students with a 2.5 accumulative
average and who pass a screening
committee will live there.
Rules for Archer House will be
basically the same as the rules
for the rest of the university, but
i it is considered an "honor" to
live there. Only three students
will be living in a room ordinarily
made for four, and there will be
' a minimum of staff to enforce
rules, said the Ohio State
Lantern.
At Ohio University, Treudley
1
has been an honors dormitory for
over a year. Residents must have
a 2.0 accum, three personal re, ferences and must write an essay
that is judged by a selective committee before they can be admitted
into the dormitory. There are no
■ closing hours at Treudley and
no required meetings.
In^The Post, the Ohio University
newspaper, "residents say they
* have never lived in a quieter dormitory." The Post also describes
Treudley as "an experience In
responsible living," and as "an
environment for independent
growth."
In Prout last year, an "experl, mental system" was tried for one
month. Residents were allowed to
make their own rules concerning
such things as dress regulations
■ and phone privileges, Sally Luscher, president of AWS, said.
Miss Uuscher further stated that
the residents were not allowed to
'vote on closing hours. The only
rule changed was a dress regulation. Slacks could be worn for
all meals except Sunday dinners.
After the month was over, the
experiment was abandoned. There
seemed to be "a lack of interest"
In the project, according to Miss
Luscher.
Several University women were
recently asked their views about
having an honors dormitory at
Bowling Green.

Uaralne I. Walkup, sophomore
In education, thinks an honors
dormitory should be a "selfgoverning
community." She
thought requirements should be a
2.5 accum and recommendations.
Joan Brosch Wolf, sophomore
in education, said that an honors
dormitory was "a good idea,"
but only if "responsible" people
are chosen to live there. Joan
further stated that "just because
a person gets good grades does
not mean that she is responsible."
Vilou J. Peck, sophomore In
business, indicated that grades
should be the main qualification
for admittance into an honors dormitory, for "If students have the
Initiative to make good grades,
they will be responsible enough
to make their own rules."
Kay U. Smith, freshman in education, does not believe grades
alone should determine a student's
elegibility.
Karen M. Kitsteiner, freshman
In business thought that if a woman
has a 3.0 accum and a resident
assistant's recommendation, then
"she should be allowed to live In
an honors dormltorv."

Millar indicated that any and all
students interested in college debate would be welcomed and al!
those with high school experience
are encouraged to try.
"There must be more than 14
debaters out of 11,000 students,"
Millar seemed to wonder out loud,
"Preparing for debate wouldn't
take any longer than an hour a day.
A nd there is more to debate than
the work and time Indicate,"
Varsity debater, David Klumpp,
expounded on that point. "You get
to meet peolpe, all kinds--like
the weirdos of Harvard and the
stereotyped person everyone
thinks about when the word Parsons
is spoken," he said. After going
to so many tournaments and seeing students from other schools,
we consider BGSU a typical university," he added.
"We are working together as a
unit and getting a lot out of debate.
We're traveling out of state and
hitting some of the tough competition. And by debating both sides
of an issue, a person becomes
more open-minded," Klumpp said.
Klumpp and Greg Gardner, another varsity debater, traveled to
Harvard over semester break.
There, they debated nothing but
the best of contestants, Millar
stated. One of their matches was
with last year's national champion.
They posted a record of three
wins and five losses. This debate
tournament was the largest that
had ever taken place In the United
States.
"All of the debaters and Individual events participants will
be returning next year, and we are
looking forward to an ever, better
season than we have had thus far,"
Millar said. "Working as a team,
sharing information and with new
freshmen, things look bright for
the future," he stated.

Youth Invades Europe '67
21 DAY EXCURSION

By JACKIE WORDEN
Feature Writer
Did you say that dogs are man's best friends? That statement is
for the "birds." In Rodgers Quadrangle there lives a 2 1/2-year-old
who's world revolves around Freddy Falcon, the University mascot.
Ricky Carver has lived In Rodgers a year -ever since his father,
Thomas W. Carver, took the job of head resident there.
The friendship all began when Ricky and his dad weni to a Falcon
basketball game at the beginning of the season. "We went early,"
said Mr. Carver, "and Rick noticed Freddy right away. Freddy climbed
up to our seats in section C. row 9, and Ricky began asking him all
sorts of questions." Since Ricky is at every home game, Freddy
always makes a point of climbing up to the "peanut gallery" where
the Carvers have reserved seats, and lifting Rick onto his lap. At
halftime he buys him pop. From the very first game, all Ricky has
talked about Is Freddy.
"It's amazing," says Mr. Carver, "how well thosetwo communicate.
Freddy never says a word, but Ricky always understands him."
One basketball game Betty Carver, Rick's mother was ill and could
not attend, "Mommy's sick," Ricky told Freddy who wiped his eyes
upon hearing the news. "Freddy's crying, Daddy," Ricky explained
to his father. Mrs. Carver later received a get-well card from the
concerned mascot.
This year Santa look a back seat to Freddy Falcon In Ricky's life.
"I want a Christmas tree and a green truck," Rick told his friends
whenever he was asked his wish. One of the greatest experiences
in his young life came a few nights before the Fodger's Christmas
party. It was 7 p.m. and Ricky and his little brother, Robbie, were in
bed, when there was a knock at the door. It was Freddy, accompanied
by Officer Jones. Rick got up on Freddy's lap and opened the big box
that was handed to him. It was the "green truck" that Ricky had
wantedl
When the Carvers went home to Pittsburgh for Christmas, they
spent iheir vacation telling their Pennsylvania relatives about Freddy
Falcon.
One look at Ricky's bulletin board tells the story of his friendship
with Freddy. The blonde, blue eyed boy has proudly placed on display all his reminders of Freddy--hls Christmas card, his mother's
get-well card, news clippings, and even the soft-drink cartons that
were Freddy's half-time treats to Ricky.
"Ricky has just sent Freddy a valentine card," said his father,
"but what was really heart-warming was Freddy's most recent
vis It--last Sunday night. He came over and asked Ricky to unmask
him at the Falcons' final basketball game of the season on Feb. 27."
That night, no doubt, will be one that Ricky will remember for a
long time. "His life Is Freddy," said Mr. Carver. And for a blrdseye
view--"Ricky is a great little boy," says Freddy, himself. "If 1
ever have any kids of my own--or any little birds, I would want them
to be just like hlml"

and 50% polyester.
Blazer jacket, $17.98
Aline skirt, $11-98
Regency ruffled
sleeveless
blouse, SI 1.98
All, sizes 3:13.

Hat. $5.98

JUNE 10 - Leave New York via KLM Royal Dutch
airlines. Arrive Amsterdam. "Bus it" to Cologne,
Heidelberg, Lucerne (2 days) then on to Milan, Rome
(3 days), Florence (2 days), Rapallo and Nice (2
days). PLUS Paris (3 days) and London (3 days).
Return to New York July 1 via KLM.

$550.00
Contact:

Jane Surovjak
Union Activities Office
Ext. 2231
OR CALL 352-6593 After 6 p.m.

THE
POWDER PUFF
525 Ridge St.
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17 Nations Seek
Nuclear Treaty
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND(AP)VVorld disarmament leaders from
17 nations will meet today In
Geneva, hoping to quickly prepare
a treaty to halt the spread of
nuclear weapons.
The main speeches will be given
by U.S. Delegate William Foster
and the Soviet Union's AlexelRoshchln. Recent reports from Moscow
Indicate they will have quite a
discussion when the subject of
anti-ballistic missiles .is brought
up.
Both countries are now In virtual

5 Justices
Rule Fines
All on-campus traffic and parking will lie eliminated eventually
and students will leave their cars
on "perimeter lots" on the edge
of campus, according to Bill LaSalle, chief justice of the University 1 raffle Court.
The five justices of the court,
Msry Kesson, PegFogt. DanSzucs,
Gall Parkenson and BUI LaSalle
hold court Monday through Thursday from 1 to 5 p.m. and Friday from 1 to 3 p.m.
Traffic Court was established
to determine whether or not tickets
are given legally and whether fines
should be paid.
Improper parking violations are
the most common, and In most
cases the student knows better,
according to LaSalle."Thestudent
is short of time, parks Illegally,
takes a chance and gets caught,"
LaSalle said.
"There Is not a lack of parking space on campus," said LaSalle. "Most people can't park
precisely near the building they
wish. They should be prepared to
walk two or three minutes to get
to class."
Automobile owners are usually
permitted a maximum of five
tickets. If a student acquires more
than this, he may be required to
leave his car home.
Several factors are considered
before cars are sent home: a
person's total number of tickets,
how long It has taken him to
acquire them, and how much need
the violator has of his car.
If possession of a car is judged
unnecessary it will be sent home.
If the car Is necessary it will
be allowed to remain, but the
violator will pay increased fines
for additional tickets.
Students should come In immediately after receiving tickets. Most
Students do not, so by the time
the court orders him to appear
he has received additional tickets,
said LaSalle.
His appearance In court can
then become a cycle. He appears,
pays a ticket, goes home and
finds a citation to reappear to pay
another fine. LaSalle feels this
could be avoided If students
promptly pay tickets.
Traffic Court operates independently from Student Court.
Students can appeal any decision
to Student Court, and then to the
Court of Appeals.
Campus automobile laws are
made by the Parking Commission,
which Is composed of two students,
two faculty members, and two
administrators. The commission
if headed by Keith W. Trowbrldge,
of the Office of Institutional Research.
Two students jointly hold the
record for violations and fines
paid in Traffic Court. One collected 12 parking violations and
four "n°n-Teglstration of car"
tickets before he was caught. The
other amassed 25 parking violations
and
two
registration
tickets. Each student eventually
paid over $60 In fines.

accord on the first two of five
articles. These pledge the nuclear
powers not to pass on nuclear
weapons to other countries, and
the non-nuclear powers not to
accept them If they do.
The main trouble Is with article
three, which provides for controls
and safeguards.TheWestGermans
are objecting to It, saying it could,
among other things, lead to possible soviet spying.
The Soviets and tlieUnitedStates
have come much closer together
on other parts of the treaty since
the Americans dropped their project for a multi-lateral nuclear
force.
However, conflict may arise at
this disarmament conference over
recent boasting by Soviet military
leaders that Russia has developed
an anti-ballistic missile system
that will protect it from enemy
air attacks.
The boasts were accompanied
by further Indications that the
Kremlin has no Interest in President Johnson's proposed U.S.-Sovlet agreement to stop development of the anti-ballistic missile
ABM systems.
Some sources believe this represents an apparent new confidence about the capacity of the
Soviet Union to defend itself against missiles armed with nuclear
warheads.
At any rate, this will more than
likely cause problems as the conference seeks to complete a treaty
as early as possible.

Wed. Feb. 22

DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for
Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m. Monday
lor Wednesday's paper, 5 p.m.
Tuesday lor Thursday's paper,
5 p.m. Wednesday for Friday's
paper.
RATES:
32* per line, 2 lines
minimum, average 5 words per
line.
SEND COPY to Classified Dept.,
B-G News, 106 University Hall.

FOR SALE OR RENT
For Sale. '60 Olds. 4dr. hardtop. Sharp. Fine condition. $600.
Call John Szofer, DU house.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

Pennsylvanians
Offered Support
The Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency Is offering scholarships to undergraduates
who are Pennsylvania
residents. These scholarships
range from $200 to $1,200 per
year.
This agency also makes student
loans available to undergraduate
Pennsylvania residents. Loans can
be obtained up to $1,000 per year
and are interest free while the
student Is enrolled. Loans may
be repaid after a student has
graduated at 3 per cent Interest.
An additional 3 per cent Interest
is paid by the government.
Contact the Financial Aid Office, 322 Administration Bldg„for
more Information about the
scholarships or loans.

FILM FESTIVAL SERIES

Ride to San Francisco Area. Sometime in June. Share driving and
gasoline expense. References exchanged. For further information,
write Mrs. James Crltes, 2147
Elliot Ave„ Toledo, Ohio, 43606.
PISANELLO'S PIZZA - COMPARE
THE SIZES . . . AND THEN THE
PRICE. QUALITY AND GOOD
SERVICE DOESN'T HAVE TO
COST MOREI FREE DELIVERY
IN OUR PORTABLE OVEN FROM
5 p.m. TO 1 a.m. DAILY. PHONE
352-5167 or 352-6782.
Waitresses or waiters. Friday,
Sat„ and Sunday. Frisch's.

Love you GreenvlewApartment 42,
but jump back.
Holly wants more neatness on
the basketball floor. White tennis
shoes evenl Ken.
Phi Mu Pledges say their Actives
are the GREATEST!
Kooch-dld
I didn't.

you

say

Spring Pledge Class of 1964 says
we keep trying. It's been a long
three years.
For the sound that moves- Dayton's favorite - The Dutch
Masters - Call Max Stamper, 433
Conklln.

Beauty or Beast? You never know
until you tryl

Loveblte strikes Delker.Good luck
Charlie.

College Men. Work twenty hours
per week. Only Northwestern Ohio
residents need apply. Write to
P.O. Box 512, Reynoldsburg, Ohio.

Photographer needed for the B-G
News. Salaried position. Contact
Mike Kuhlln at 106 University
Hall (ext. 3344) or Delta Tau
Delta (ext. 3369).

Wanted. Ride for two needed to

POTPOURRI TO SEE

•"*-«-'

Sponsored by
BOWLING GREEN FILM SOCIETY
Admission: at theatre box office - #1.25
Series Tickets - $3.75
Campus Sale - University Hall - 10-12 a.m. 2-4 p.m.
Tues., Wed., Feb. 21, 22. Single admission: 90* - Series
tickets $3.75.
Features - 7:20, 9:30

[his is

Your Gamma Phi Beta pledge
sisters say Happy Birthday Glnnyl

Students with home addresses In
the area of Toledo, Bryan, Fremont,
Upper
Sandusky and
Defiance. May now apply for part
time employment. Write to P.O.
Box 512, Reynoldsburg, Ohio.

ft A.7FT

,V

Detroit, March 3. Contact Lynn,
206 Krelscher B, ext. 3246.
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MORGAN!f
Call him what you like
"AK00K!"..."AHUT!"
...."AH ODD BALL!"

We guarantee you'll talk and talk and talk
abaut this Controversial Adult Motion Picture!

if she doesn't give it to you...
—get it yourself!

JAQE EASf

The brightest, the bravest, the bully-est of
shirts are here to be had. This potpourri cannot be encompassed in such small space as
this advertisement-so see for yourself. Soon!

Cologne, 6 ox., S4.50
Altar Shave. 6 ox., $3.50
Deodorant Stkk. SI.75

fl]t traditional $*«

Buddha Cologne Gift Package. 12 oi. SS 50
Spray Cologne. S3.50
Suddha lua Gift Sot, $4.00
Cologne. 4 oi.. $3.00
Artar Shave, 4 o«., S2.S0

S*AN«. NO .O««

I
- son oisreieuroe

Formerly Clothes Rock, East
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2nd In A Series

Hockey Rules Explained For New Fans
Editor's Note: Hockey rules are
often misunderstood by manyfans.
Either the fan doesn't know what
the referee Is signalling, or he
doesn't know the correct interoretatlon of the rules. This Is the
second of a series on hockey
rules.
In this second Installment, elbowing, charging, offlsde, slow
whistle and delayed calling will
be discussed.
ELBOWING -- As In most other
sports, the use of the elbows
on an opponent Is not allowed.
Inadvertent elbowing Is often Ignored by the officials, but Intentional elbowing calls for a twominute penalty. If, however, an
opponent Is Injured by someone
called for elbowing, a flve-mlnute
major penalty shall be assessed.
The proper signal for elbowing
is:

ELBOWING
CHARGING - A fair bodycheck
is one In which a player, with
both feet behind the red line (center Ice) In the neutral zone, checks
an opponent who is In possession
of the puck. By using his hip
or body from the front, or diagonally from the front, or straight
from the side, he does not take
more than two fast steps In executing the check.Charging occurs
If more than two fast steps are
taken, or the check Is made from
behind or diagonally behind the
opponent.

New Panelists
' Vie For Top
Poll Percentage
Three new panelists help to
comprise the last basketball poll
of the season.
Among the newcomers are Leah
Sinn, a junior in education; Scott
Goulett, a freshman in music;
and Phil Pope, a freshman In
biology.
Don Welsh, a sophomore In business, returns for the third straight
week. Welsh topped the panel of
predictors last week with his
second consecutive 15-5 record.
Tom Hlne, News sports editor,
rounds out the panel.
' Three of last week's panelists
foiled to return. Dave Fero and
John Hilty both predicted 13 of
• 20 correct games with Ralph
Brown scoring on 11.

The penalty for charging is two
minutes, while flagrant violation
of the rule can draw a five minute
major. For a charging penalty,
the referee will make the following signal:

points at the offending player In
the following manner:

DELAYED
CALLING

CHARGING
"In case the puck is In possession of a team in any zone
and the opponents commit a foul,
the referee or assistant referee
shall postpone the stoppage of play
because of the commission of such
foul until the offending team shall
have 'possession and control" of
the puck." This statement defines
what a slow whistle Is, and what
Is done about It.
The rule is simplified to the
following: should a team without
the puck commit a penalty, the
team with the puck continues action until it either scores, or until the team committing the penalty
regains complete control of the
puck. Because of this ruling, the
team with the puck can "pull Its
goalie" for a sixth skater, knowing that the other team cannot
score, because once It gains control of the puck the play Is dead.

A slow whistle Is used In conjunction with an Icing call to Indicate there will be a stoppage of
play once the puck is touched
by the team not Icing the puck.
However, the whistle is not blown
If the team "Icing the puck"
touches the puck first. Play simply
continues.

SLOW
WHISTLE

A slow whistle is also used
with a delayed calling signal when
a penalty Is called, but play Isn't
Immediately stopped. The referee

Offside, as Is Icing, Is a confusing call In the game of hockey.
The Illustration Included should
help explain what offside Is.
The two players at the upper
portion of the picture are playing the puck so it is offside,
since the player receiving the
puck preceded the puck Into the
attacking zone. The puck must
enter the attacking zone first,
or with the first player entering
the attacking zone.
In the lower portion of the picture, the players are playing the
puck correctly. The leading player Is taking the puck before he
enters the attacking zone. Since
he is carrying the puck Into the
zone himself, no offside Is involved.
Approximately the same signal
used for icing is given for offside, with the arms raised slightly
higher for offside.
These are a few more of the
many complex rules of hockey.
Tomorrow, the News will carry
part three of the series, designed
to help explain the rules of hockey to the fans and potential fans
of the Bowling Green hockey club.
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IM Notes

Entries for the Indoor Track
Relays are now available from
fraternity and dormitory athletic
chairmen. Women competitors can

Reds' Pitcher
Leads Tourney
MIAMI (AP) -- Cincinnati Reds
pitcher Sammy Ellis has taken a
four-stroke lead in the annual
Baseball Players' Golf Tournament In Miami, Florida. Ellis shot
a 74 In yesterday's third round,
and he has a 54- hole score of
224.
His closest rivals are Baltimore
Orioles lnflelder Dave Johnson
and outfielder Ken Harrelson of
the Washington Senators.
Johnson had the best round of
the day with a 73, while Harrelson turned in a 75.

Orioles' Mound Ace
Signs $18,000 Pact
BALTIMORE (AP) -- Moe Drabowsky, one of the heroes for
the Baltimore Orioles in their
march to the American League
Peannant and sweep of the World
Series, has accepted contract
terms.
The veteran righthander won
six games and lost none In relief roles during the regular campaign. In the world series, Drabowsky replaced starter DaveMcNally in the opening game against
the Los Angeles Dodgers and proceeded to allow one hit in six
and two-third innings, while striking out eleven batters.
Salary terms were not announced
but it is believed that Drabowsky
signed for $18,000.
The Orioles still have to get
the signatures of seven other pitchers before the batterymen report

i

pick up entry forms at their sorority houses or through dorm representatives. All entries are due
February 28, and the meet will
be held March 2, at 7 p.m. in
the Men;s Gym.
Intramural Fraternity Handball
Standings:
TEAM
WON LOST
Phi Delta Theta
4
0
Sigma Alpha Epsllon 5
1
Sigma Chi
3
1
Kappa Sigma
3
2
Sigma Nu
3
2
Delta Tau Delta
3
3
Beta Theta Pi
2
2
Zeta Beta Tau
1
2
A lpha Tau Omega
2
3
Delta Upsllon
2
3
Sigma Phi Epsllon
2
3
A lpha Sigma Phi
1
4
Phi Kappa Psl
0
5
No results for the following
matches:
Alpha Tau Omega v. Sigma Chi
Sigma Chi v. Zeta Beta Tau
A lpha Sigma Phi v. Beta Theta
Pi
Sigma Nu v. Delta Upsllon
Phi Delta Thett v. Zeta Beta
Tau

for spring training today In Miami, Florida.

WIA Cage Teams

Among others to sign yesterday
were pitchers Larry Jaster and
Joe Hoerner of theSt.LoulsCardinals and shortstop Tito Fuentes
of the San Francisco Giants.
The Major League Executive
Council will hold two meetings
next month In Florida.

Split With Kent

Among the Items on the agenda,
according to Informed sources,
will be the possibility of playing
one World Series game at night;
shifting the opening of the World
Series from a Wednesday to a
Saturday; a request to Increase
the minimum for players from
$7,000 to $15,000 and the acquisition of soccer franchises by six
club owners.

The women's lnterscholastlc
basketball A team defeated Kent
State University 39 - 31 last
Saturday at Kent. The B team
lost to Kent 36-18.
High scorer for the A team
in the WIA extramural game
was Brenda J. Hollis, junior
in the College of Liberal Arts,
with 11 points.
Women's lnterscholastlc
competition continues Saturday,
when the A and B teams play
Miami University at home.
Dormitory lntramurals begin
today.

Falcons Picked Unanimously Over OU
Bowling Green at Ohio U
Kent State at Northern Illinois
Marshall at Western Michigan
Toledo at Miami
Washington State at UCLA
Lafayette at Rutgers
Penn State at Pittsburgh
Northwestern at Ohio State
Cornell at Princeton
Cincinnati at Drake
Chatanooga at Dayton
Michigan State at Wisconsin
Navy at Army
Niagra at St. Bonavenutre
Wasington at Southern Cal.
Brlgham Young at Wyoming
Notre Dame at Duke
Michigan at Minnesota
Iowa at Indiana
Illinois at Purdue

TOM HINE
BG
N. Illinois
Marshall
Toledo
UCLA
Lafayette
Penn State
Northwestern
Princeton
Cincinnati
Dayton
MSU
Navy
St. Bonaventure
Southern Cal.
Brlgham Young
Duke
Minnesota
Indiana
Purdue

LEAH SINN
BG
N. Illinois
Marshall
Toledo
UCLA
Rutgers
Pittsburgh
OSU
Princeton
Cincinnati
Dayton
Wisconsin
Navy
St. Bonaventure
Southern Cal.
Wyoming
Duke
Michigan
Indiana
Purdue

DAN WELSH
BG
N. Illinois
Marshall
Toledo
UCLA
Rutgers
Penn State
Northwestern
Cornell
C lncinnatl
Dayton
MSU
Navy
St. Bonaventure
Southern Cal.
Wyoming
Notre Dame
Minnesota
Iowa
Purdue

SCOTT GOULET
BG
N. Illinois
Marshall
Toledo
UCLA
Rutgers
Penn State
OSU
Princeton
Cincinnati
Dayton
MSU
Army
St. Bonaventure
Southern Cal.
Brlgham Young
Notre Dame
Minnesota
Indiana
Illinois

PHIL POPE
BG
N. Illinois
Marshall
Toledo
UCLA
Rutgers
Pittsburgh
OSU
Princeton
Cincinnati
Dayton
Wisconsin
Navy
St. Bonaventure
Southern CaL
Brlgham Young
Notre Dame
Michigan
Indiana
Purdue
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j Wo/f Piatkowski:
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Ifl*^ Worker

f
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Or
I "4 Shirker?

By JIM ME1GHAN
Assistant Sports Editor

By TOM HINE
Sports Editor
Every so often you'll catch Warren Scholler in a somber, pensive
mood, and that's the time to ask him questions.
Ask him what seems to be the trouble with his Falcons, and he
tells you his side.
Ask him why the students don't always back him, and he tries
to tell their side.
Hut then ask him why Walt Piatkowski gets the blame for the team
losing, why fans think Walt's a loafer and strictly an offensive basketball player, and Scholler is stumped.
And so am I.

• • •

"Nobody works like Wally does -- nobody cares as much as Wally
does," says Scholler.
"It's kind of ironical," he continues, "because Wally's the one
guy I can depend on to give me everything he's got. And still he gets
criticized by everybody."
It may he the curse of being the best.
A couple years back, in the National l-'ootball League, a fullback
by the name of Jim Hrown was roundly denounced by "experts" for
failing to block the way they thought he should.
It mystified I'.rown's teammates, coaches and opponents.
The Piatkowski story is a parallel of sorts.
I loth men are the vital links in their team's success, the kind
of man a team is centered around, the man the opponent has 10 stop
if they hope to win, but (he one that gets the blame and the blasts
when his side loses.
I oth men excelled not only on their respective teams but also in
their leagues as fantastic scoring weapons.
And if their defense or blocking falls anything short of the same
fantastic caliber, the experts know something is amiss.
They know that somebody isn't trying, that someone is looking
only for the glory side of the game, and they know that he's the real
reason behind the team's failure.
They knew it about Hrown, and promised that Cleveland would never
win an NFI. title with him in the lineup.
In 19<>4 Jim Hrown led the Cleveland Hrowns to the NFL crown.
Ami they know it about Piatkowski, and they promise that BG will
go nowhere until Walt goes to the bench, or learns some defense.
Thing is, Walt can't answer with a Mid-Am championship-- a
look at Howling Creen's record shows that.
So dig 35 just clenches his teeth a little harder, sweats a little
more and says nothing.
And nobody notices. Except maybe the guys that play against him.
John Rudley notices: He played against Walt Piatkowski less than
two weeks ago.
A flashy guard on Toledo's team, Rudley saw little from Bowling
Green that Impressed him during the 103-83 romp.
But he did see Walt, and he was Impressed.
He talked after the game.
"That guy hustles all the time," Rudley said. "He tries harder
than anyone on the floor. Defensively I'd say he's one of the very
best on that team."
"At the end he was even taking the ball out of bounds, and he'd
still be the first guy to get down to the other basket."
And at the end, as Rudley said, BG was behind by 20.
Walt knew as well as anyone that the Falcons couldn't win.
Does he still sound like a loafer? Just an offensive player?
Warren Scholler doesn't think so. Neither does John Rudley.
And neither do I.

Cassius Training
For Title Bout
HOUSTON (AP) -- Heavyweight
Champion Cassius Clay has started training in Houston for his
March 22nd title fight with Zora
Folley in New York.
Clay began work-outs in a gym
in downtown Houston. He plans
two weeks of drills before flying
to New York to complete the workouts.

Lead Vanishes,
Falcons Tumble
Norm Curry won't forget the two
foul shots he missed last night.
But it won't matter much as
league anchoring Kent State downed
the Falcons 61-59 anyway.
The Falcons, who maintained a
one point margin over the Flashes
at the half pushed the score to a
seven point lead early in the third
period, but then let it dwindle to
a see-saw battle for the final
quarter.
The eratic scoring Falcons
looked as if they might regain the
lead several times but a rash of
late-in-thc-game turnovers cost
them the edge that might have
saved the contest.
With ten seconds left to play,
the game's
high scorer Dave
(Irayson dropped in a fall-away
jumper from the key to give the
Flashes the winning tally, but the
game was far from over. Hendrix
immediately fouled Kent's Curry,
and it looked as if the ball game
would be easily put away by the all
who was
MAC high jumper,
awarded two shots.
Hut Curry choked under the
pressure and missed both shots
giving the Falcons a faint hope
with eight seconds to go.
Kent pulled down the rebound,
but quick moving Rich Hendrix
stole the ball and called time out.
Hut after one more timeout, and a
desperate final shot Kent had the
bacon.
The Flash upset gave Kent a
1-11 MAC record while they have
posted three wins in non- league
competition. This has been Kents
worst basketball season in the
school history, but at least the
Flashes can boast snapping two
winning streaks in two games-University of Buffalo last weekend, of course...

Exhibitions
NEW YORK (AP) -- Complete
details haven't been completed,
but there will be quite a few
exhibition games this summer between teams in the American and
National Football League teams.
All nine teams in the AFL have
booked games with NFL rivals,
but five of the 14 teams In the
NFL will not be able to meet
AFL teams because of prior commitments.
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The low scoring first half found
Bowling Green holding a slight
edge in the point department as
the Falcons managed 28 to Kent's
27. The deficency of buckets was
due to poor shooting from the
field as the Orange and Brown
averaged 37.5, and the Flashes
hit for a 30 per cent mark.

Hockey Tickets
On Sale Thursday
James W. Lessig, director
of athletic promotion, said that
tickets for the hockey game
Saturday will be on sale to students and faculty members from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. tomorrow
and Friday in the Ice Arena
and the Union.
Tickets for the general public
will be sold at the door only
starting at 2-30 p.m. Saturday.
The prices are: students with
ID'S, 25 cents; faculty and staff,
50 cents; high school students,
50 cents and the general public, $1.
The game starts at 3:30 p.m.
Saturday.

Rudgers led the well distributed j
scoring among the BG hoopers]
with 6.
He was followed by Piatkowski]
with 5, and Carl Assenheimer,J
and A1 Hairston tallying 4 apiece
Ed Behm had 3, Al Dixon 3,'
and Joe Henderson 1. The only I
participating Falcon held score-J
less was Dan Rinlcella.
The pace in the first half wasl
slower than the second with many!
turnovers for both squads. Thel
action began to speed up with!
the final minute showing a notable!
scoring increase as the totals!
went from 23-22 Bowling Green,|
to 28-27.
Piatkowski led the fallen flvel
in total scoring with a 15 point!
effort, while Kent's Grayson hit!
for 17, and one better than nisi
season average. A big second half I
help to the Flash accumulation!
was Larry Homer who dropp
in 10 points after scoring zerol
in the first two periods.
The Falcons will travel to Ohiol
University for their next game!
and last Mid-American clash,!
while having one remaining homel
contest. The hoop finale will seel
Loyola of Chicago knocking at thel
door of Anderson Arena Monday!
night, as the Falcons round out|
a most ragged season.

CONKLIN-McDONALD
CASINO PARTY
Proceeds For Charity

Saturday Feb. 25th 8-12 p.m.
McDonald Dining Area
Entertainment-Live Band-Gambling
Refreshments

The U Shops All Purpose
JACKET
$995

Don't be confused by
Chaucer-get Cliff's
Notes. In language
that's easy to understand, Cliff's Notes expertly explain and
summarize The Canterbury Tales. Cliff's
Notes will improve
your understanding and your grades. But
don't stop with Chaucer. There are more
than 125 Cliff's Notes
covering all the frequently assigned plays
and novels. Look for
them in the bold black
and yellow-striped
covers.

SIR JAC
BY STAHL
Urban in navy
and tan...

Size 38-46
Regular & Long

1

.11 your bookseller
$| orwf lelo(fee I'tte list

Be Looking For

PHI KAPPA PSI
STEREO RAFFLE

f^^>

CUFFS NOUS. INC.
pmm\''"""< SM'w Imcoln. Nebt (ISO)

CHARITIES WEEK

Cliffs*™

Ul £AST
HI
CAST WOOSTCR ST.
PHONf JU-tlM

JkJLiJ
Ohio State U.
Miami U.

•owLiMo Man,
Purdue U.
Ohio U.

U. of Kentucky
Eastern Ky. U.

OHIO
W. Virginia U.
U. of Cincinnati

